
PV Girls Riptide Coaches Guide 2016 

Practice Plan: Monday 3/7  
Grades 3 – 5 
 
6:00  Dynamic warm up 

 Jog/Jog  

 High Knees/Butt Kicks  

 Frankenstein walks/quad pulls 

 Quad hugs/Cross over toe touch  

 Side shuffle/side shuffle facing opposite direction 

 Karaoke/Karaoke facing opposite direction 

 Sprint/sprint 
 
 
6:05  Passing and catching: Passing and Catching on the move (within teams) 

 WEAVE Shuttle line 
 Pass and catch strong hand to strong hand 
 Weak hand to weak hand 
 Ground balls  

 
 
6:15 Competitive Ground Balls 

 Two lines of two on either side of coach 

 Coach rolls out a GB both pairs can go out and fight for GB  

 Team that gets a ball needs to make one pass to teammate other team plays D 

 Make sure to start each pair with a whistle so they get used to coming hard off the line on 
the whistle like they should on a Draw 

 Coach Points: Discuss ready position, remind them about groundball technique and boxing 
out  
 

6:25 Draw technique 

 Every girl partners up 

 Go over draw technique (I will review with coaches before practice) 

 Have girls practice the draw motion with a partner without a ball (as you blow the whistle 
each time) 

 Progress to using a ball (blow the whistle each time) 
 
6:35 Draw to goal 

 Review what each player should be doing on the draw 

 Attackers and defender on each team should line up ready to crash in 

 Centers and middies on the circle need to focus on boxing out, getting the ball in the air or 
hustling through the ground ball 

 Which ever team gets the ball has 30 seconds to score 
o If one team shoots and misses, scores or the goalie makes a save 
o Reset with a new draw 
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 Rotate all girls in (this should be a conditioning drill encourage girls to go full speed and 
hustle back to draw circle every time) 
 

6:50 7v7  

 Split into two teams 

 Each team will create a team of 7-10 attackers and 7- 10 defenders 

 Coaching points: Focus on corrections from mistakes made in the games this past weekend 
and Implementing Attack plays 

 Make it competitive and keep score (attack gets a point if they score, D gets a point if they 
clear it successfully past the restraining line) 

 
 
7:10 Full Field Scrimmage or Coaches Choice drill (whatever they need work on or fun game like Steal 
the bacon) 

 Coaching points: Focus on corrections from mistakes made in the games this past weekend 
and High Intensity (Full speed, working hard) 

 
7:30 Post practice meeting, discuss what they learned at practice 
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Practice Plan: Wednesday 3/9 
Grades 3 – 5 
 
6:00  Dynamic warm up 

 Jog/Jog  

 High Knees/Butt Kicks  

 Frankenstein walks/quad pulls 

 Quad hugs/Cross over toe touch  

 Side shuffle/side shuffle facing opposite direction 

 Karaoke/Karaoke facing opposite direction 

 Sprint/sprint 
 
6:05  Partner Passing – GOALIES WARM UP TOGETHER WITH A COACH PLEASE! 

 Right to Right 

 Left to Left 

 Around the world 

 BHB 
 

6:15  Demo Double Teams (demo this while all teams are together) 

 Demo proper double team  
o One player has body one player has stick, make an A not an H 
o Body position, keeping your feet moving and communication are key! 

 
Walk through doubles 

 Have the girls split into groups of 3 

 One player is attack (attack jogs at half speed in this drill) 

 One girl is on ball D 

 One girl is off ball D 

 One ball D need to direct the attacker to her help 

 Double team stick on the double and communicates who has body/stick 
 
Split into teams for the rest of practice  
 

6:25  Double Square Drill  

 Cone off a 20 by 20 grid 

 One line of attack at the top of the box 

 Two lines of D on either side of the box 

 Attackers goal is to dodge through to the other side of the box 

 One defender steps out 5 yards from attacker 

 Defender has to use her ABCDs and direct the girl to one of her helping defenders 
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 Once she has directed the attacker to a helping defender, then that defender is released and 
double team plays it out until the attack makes it to the other side of the box or the defense 
gets the ball back  

o Note if the D does get the ball back they need to sprint it out of the box (towards 
where the attack came from) 

6:40  3v2 to cage 

 3 lines of attack at the restraining line 

 2 lines of D on the end line 

 Play starts with a clear from the goalie to one of the attacking lines 

 3v2 to cage 

 End the drill if it lasts longer than 30 secs 

 Defense should clear it past the restraining line if they get it 

 Coaching Focus: Defensive communication, Attack spacing and ball movement, intensity 
(encourage full speed play) 

 
6:50 Attack Motion Time 

 Time to integrate some plays (if you need play suggestions, please ask) 

 Set the girls up 7 attackers around the 12 meter 

 Have the girls run through “plays on air” with no defense 
 

7:00 7v7 

 Add 7 defenders in and run through plays with live defense 
 
7:15 Scrimmage 

 Focus on attack plays 
 

7:30 Post practice meeting, discuss what they learned at practice 
 


